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The Leatherman Difference
Leatherman is known for producing the world’s most precisely engineered multi-tools and knives; our manufacturing
standards remain unmatched in the industry today. With the new tools in 2007 the Leatherman tradition of innovation, tight
specifications, and premium materials continues to endure. Our expertise doesn’t end with our tools—it also shows in our
service. Competitive pricing, prompt delivery, excellent customer service and outstanding warranty support round out our
dedication and commitment to you.
Leatherman. Now you’re ready®.
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The Leatherman Difference: Multi-tools
		 Quality: Materials like hard-anodized 6061-T6 aluminum, titanium, S30V® and 154CM are just a few of the

1

		 quality materials we call “standard.”
		 Superior: Our multi-tools feature diamond-coated files and the filing teeth extend all the way to the edge of the blade

2

		 for a larger filing surface. Try it on metal, and you’ll never go back to ordinary files again.
		 Comfortable: From Zytel inserts to rounded stainless steel and titanium our tools provide a firm and

3

		 comfortable grip every time.
		 Versatile: Multiple bit drivers let you customize your bit selection to fit any activity. With up to 42 bit combinations,

4

		 the possibilities are endless.
		 Efficient: Outside-accessible blades and files allow you to get to the tools you need quickly, making them

5

		 great for emergency situations.
		
Strong: Ultra-sharp pruning shears deliver a quick, clean cut every time and the anvil sap groove prevents buildup.
6
		 Sharp: Our open-tooth saw design gets off to an easy start for sawing branches and resists “filling up” when working

7

		 through damp or sappy materials.
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SPECS

INCLUDED BITS

Hard-anodized
Aluminum Handles

Phillips and Flat Tip
Eyeglasses Screwdriver

Needlenose Pliers

Phillips #1-2 and
Screwdriver 3/16”

Regular Pliers
Wire Cutters
Hard-wire Cutters
154CM Clip-point Knife
Serrated Knife
Saw
Scissors

Hex 5/32” and 9/64”
Hex 1/8” and 7/64”
Hex 3/32” and 5/64”
Hex 1/16” and .050
Robertson #2 and #3
Screwdriver 1/8”
and Torx #15

Wood/Metal File
Diamond-coated File
Large Bit Driver
Small Bit Driver
Large Screwdriver
Ruler (8 inch/19 cm)
Bottle/Can Opener
Wire Stripper

Charge AL
®

Charge AL features bit drivers for
versatility, a diamond-coated file for
fine-point work and 154CM clip-point
knife that holds its edge three times
longer than typical stainless steel. Crafted
with round edges for unbeatable comfort,
the 6061-T6 aluminum alloy handles are
heat-treated and hard-anodized. Charge
AL is sold with a premium leather or nylon
sheath and packaged in a clamshell or
box. Backed by Leatherman’s 25-year
warranty.

8 Double-ended
Bits

Quick-release
Lanyard Ring
Removable Pocket Clip

Charge Nylon

Charge Leather

Fixed
Lanyard Ring

Length: 4 in | 10 cm
Weight: 8.4 oz | 238 g

SPECS

INCLUDED BITS

Hard-anodized
Aluminum Handles

Phillips and Flat Tip
Eyeglasses Screwdriver

Needlenose Pliers

Phillips #1 and #2

Regular Pliers

Screwdrivers 1/4” and 3/16”

Wire Cutters

Hex 5/32” and 9/64”

Hard-wire Cutters

Hex 1/8” and 7/64”

Crimper

Hex 3/32” and 5/64”

154CM Clip-point Knife

Hex 1/16” and .050

Serrated Knife

Robertson #2 and #3

Cutting Hook

Screwdriver 1/8”
and Torx #15

Saw
Wood/Metal File
Diamond-coated File
Two Large Bit Drivers
Small Bit Driver
9 Double-ended Bits
Ruler (8 inch/19 cm)
Bottle/Can Opener

Charge ALX
®

Hunters, military personnel and
emergency professionals will appreciate
the sturdiness, durability and honest-togoodness toughness of the Charge ALX.
Features hard-anodized, aircraft-grade
aluminum handles, a 154CM steel knife,
three bit drivers, bigger wire cutters and
all-locking implements. Charge ALX is sold
with a premium leather or nylon sheath.
Packaged in a clamshell or box and backed
by Leatherman’s 25-year warranty.

Quick-release
Lanyard Ring
Removable Pocket Clip
Length: 4 in | 10 cm
Weight: 8.3 oz | 235 g
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Charge Nylon

Fixed Lanyard Ring

Charge Leather

Wire Stripper

Charge TTi
®

Take the best of the original Charge
models—titanium handles, cutting hook,
scissors, crimper and bit holders—add
a premium S30V® clip-point blade and
you’ve got the new Charge TTi. For the
outdoor enthusiast who demands the best,
Leatherman combines quality, versatility
and premium materials in this new tool, for
the most discriminating tastes. The Charge
TTi is sold with a premium leather or nylon
sheath. Packaged in a clamshell or box and
backed by Leatherman’s 25-year warranty.

INCLUDED BITS

SPECS

Phillips and Flat Tip
Eyeglasses Screwdriver

Titanium Handles

Phillips #1-2 and
Screwdriver 3/16”
Hex 5/32” and 9/64”
Hex 1/8” and 7/64”
Hex 3/32” and 5/64”
Hex 1/16” and .050
Robertson #2 and #3
Screwdriver 1/8”
and Torx #15

Needlenose Pliers
Regular Pliers
Wire Cutters
Hard-wire Cutters
Crimper
S30V Clip-point Knife
Serrated Knife
Cutting Hook
Saw
Wood/Metal File
Diamond-coated File
Scissors
Large Bit Driver
Small Bit Driver
Large Screwdriver
8 Double-ended Bits
Ruler (8 inch/19 cm)

Wire Stripper

Charge Nylon

Charge Leather

Bottle/Can Opener

Fixed Lanyard Ring
Quick-release Lanyard Ring
Removable Pocket Clip
Length: 4 in | 10 cm
Weight: 8.2 oz | 232 g

Surge

™

Surge features a unique blade exchanger
that lets you choose between a saw or
diamond-coated and wood/metal file.
The blade exchanger, two knives and
extra-strong scissors are easily accessed
from the outside of the tool. Inside the
handles are two bit drivers, a hollowground screwdriver, bottle/can opener, and
more. Sold with a leather or nylon sheath
in clamshell or box packaging. Covered by
Leatherman’s 25-year warranty.

INCLUDED BITS

SPECS

AND BLADES

Needlenose Pliers

Phillips and Flat Tip
Eyeglasses Screwdriver

Regular Pliers

Phillips #1-2 and
Screwdriver 3/16”

Hard-wire Cutters

Diamond-coated File

Stranded-wire Cutters

Wood/Metal File

Electrical Crimper

Saw

Clip-point Knife

Wire Cutters

Serrated Knife
Blade Exchanger
Scissors
Large Bit Driver
Small Bit Driver
5/16” Screwdriver
Awl w/Thread Loop
Ruler (9 inch/22 cm)
Bottle/Can Opener
Wire Stripper
Lanyard Ring

Surge Nylon

Surge Leather

Length: 4.5 in | 11.5 cm
Weight: 12.5 oz | 355 g
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SPECS
Needlenose Pliers
Regular Pliers
Wire Cutters
Hard-wire Cutters
Stranded-wire Cutters

Core

®

Electrical Crimper
Clip-point Knife
Serrated Knife
Wood/Metal File
Saw
5/16” Screwdriver
7/32” Screwdriver
1/8” Screwdriver
Phillips Screwdriver
Awl w/Thread Loop
Ruler (9 inch/22 cm)
Bottle/Can Opener

Stronger pliers, longer knife blades
and three wire-cutting surfaces are
just the beginning. With comfortable
handles, easy-to-use locks, and blades
that open one at a time, Core is the first
Leatherman multi-tool to feature hollowground screwdrivers in the standard
sizes professionals use. Available with
a leather or nylon sheath in clamshell or
box packaging. Backed by Leatherman’s
25-year warranty.

Wire Stripper

Weight:
10.8 oz | 307 g

Standard Nylon

Length:
4.5 in | 11.5 cm

Standard Leather

Lanyard Ring

SPECS
Locking Pliers

Hard-wire Cutters
Serrated Knife
Wood/Metal File
Small Screwdriver
Medium Screwdriver
Large Screwdriver
Phillips Screwdriver
Ruler
Bottle Opener
Hex Bit Driver
Wire Stripper
Lanyard Ring
Length: 4 in | 10 cm

Locking pliers that fold away make the
Crunch unlike any other multi-tool on
the market. Powerfully clamps pipes,
bolts—just about anything up to one
inch in diameter. Remove the adjustment
screw and you’ll find a 1/4” hex bit
adapter built right into the handle. Inside,
blades lock for safety and release at
the push of a button. Crunch is covered
by Leatherman’s exceptional 25-year
warranty. Leather or nylon sheath
included. Clamshell or box packaging.
Standard Leather

Weight: 6.9 oz | 196 g

Crunch

®
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Standard Nylon

Wire Cutters

INCLUDED BITS

SPECS

Phillips and Flat Tip
Eyeglasses Screwdriver

Needlenose Pliers

Phillips #1-2 and
Screwdriver 3/16”

Wave

®

Regular Pliers
Wire Cutters
Hard-wire Cutters
Clip-point Knife
Serrated Knife

The Wave might just be one of the most
essential pieces of equipment outdoor
enthusiasts and professionals can carry
with them. Our best-selling multi-tool
incorporates a large bit driver so you can
switch out bits for a customized tool and
larger knives with bigger thumbholes that
open easily with one hand. Scissors are
strong enough to cut cloth, plastic and paper.
Wave comes with a leather or nylon sheath
in clamshell or box packaging. Protected
under Leatherman’s 25-year warranty.

Saw
Scissors
Wood/Metal File
Diamond-coated File
Large Bit Driver
Small Bit Driver
Large Screwdriver
Ruler (8 inch/19 cm)
Bottle/Can Opener
Wire Stripper
Lanyard Ring
Length:
4 in | 10 cm

Wave Nylon

Wave Leather

Weight:
8.5 oz | 241 g

SPECS
Zytel® Contoured Handle Grips
Needlenose Pliers

Blast

Regular Pliers

®

Wire Cutters
Hard-wire Cutters
Clip-point Knife

Standard Nylon

Standard Leather

Loaded with customer favorites, Blast
offers our most requested tools. Longer
blades make it easier to slice, saw, file
and turn a screw. Zytel® handle inserts
offer a more comfortable grip. Built to
take on an even heavier load, the Blast’s
handles can withstand 100 pounds more
than Leatherman’s original PST®. Packed
with 15 features, Blast comes with a
leather or nylon sheath, in clamshell or
box packaging. Covered by Leatherman’s
25-year warranty.

Wood/Metal File
Saw
Scissors
Large Screwdriver
Small Screwdriver
Phillips Screwdriver
Small Bit Driver
Phillips and Flat Tip
Eyeglasses Screwdriver Bit
Ruler (8 inch/19 cm)
Bottle/Can Opener
Wire Stripper
Lanyard Ring
Length:
4 in | 10 cm
Weight:
6.9 oz | 196 grams
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SPECS
Zytel® Contoured Handle Grips
Needlenose Pliers
Regular Pliers
Wire Cutters
Hard-wire Cutters
Clip-point Knife*
Scissors
Large Screwdriver
Small Screwdriver
Phillips Screwdriver
Ruler (8 inch/19 cm)
Bottle/Can Opener
Wire Stripper
Lanyard Ring
Length: 4 in | 10 cm

Built on a slimmer chassis than Blast®,
the Fuse and Knifeless Fuse come with
the same locking blade system, Zytel®
handle inserts, durable pliers and larger
wire cutters. Fuse’s 13 tools include
Leatherman’s extra-long knife blade (file
on Knifeless version) and three extended
screwdrivers for reaching into tighter
places. Fuse comes with Leatherman’s
outstanding 25-year warranty and a
leather or nylon sheath. Available in
clamshell or box packaging.

Standard Nylon

Standard Leather

Weight: 6 oz | 170 g

Fuse

®

*The Knifeless Fuse
contains a wood/metal file
in place of the knife blade.

SPECS
Zytel® Contoured Handle Grips

Regular Pliers
Wire Cutters
Hard-wire Cutters
Clip-point Knife
Large Screwdriver
Small Screwdriver
Phillips Screwdriver
Ruler (8 inch/19 cm)
Bottle/Can Opener
Wire Stripper
Lanyard Ring
Length: 4 in | 10 cm

Our slimmest 4” multi-tool, Kick provides
the same full-strength body and stronger
pliers as on Blast® and Fuse®. Zytel®
handles ensure a firm and comfortable
grip. Kick is for active people who like a
little less weight on their hip and with the
optional clip, a tool that’s easy to carry.
Ships with a leather or nylon sheath in
a clamshell or box package. Covered by
Leatherman’s 25-year warranty.

Standard Leather

Weight: 5.2 oz | 147 g

Kick

®
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Standard Nylon

Needlenose Pliers

SPECS
Non-slip Handles
Bypass Pruners

Vista

®®

Soft-wire Cutters
Combo Knife
Saw
Awl
Choke Tube Tool
Phillips Screwdriver
Flat Screwdriver
Bottle Opener
Length: 4.7 in | 12 cm
Weight: 8.1 oz | 230 g

Vista Nylon

The Vista hunting pruners put highquality, shears plus the added benefit of
multi-tool versatility at the user’s
fingertips. The compact, folding Vista
provides a comfortable, solid grip on a
tri-purpose choke tube tool, the biggest
awl we’ve ever made and aggressive
saw. Sold with a Realtree Hardwoods®
pattern nylon sheath in clamshell or box
packaging. Backed by Leatherman’s
25-year warranty.

SPECS
Non-slip Handles

Hybrid

Bypass Pruners

®

Soft-wire Cutters
Grafting Knife
Bark Lifter
Saw
Weed Remover
Phillips Screwdriver
Flat Screwdriver
Sprinkler Tool
Bottle Opener
Ruler
Length: 4.7 in | 12 cm
Weight: 8.7 oz | 247 g

Hybrid Nylon

The Hybrid gardening tool puts a quality
pruner with multi-tool capabilities in the
palm of your hand. The user-friendly
design lets you access the tools you need
quickly and safely, even allowing open
or closed placement in the belt sheath.
Now you can experience the Leatherman
difference—in the garden. Sold in box
or clamshell packaging with the 25-year
Leatherman warranty.
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SPECS
Scissors
Straight Knife

Micra

®

Nail File/Cleaner
Tweezers
Extra-small Screwdriver
Medium Screwdriver

A tiny classic. Micra offers spring-action
scissors along with nine additional
personal-care features. Attaches easily
to key rings for speedy access and quick
fixes. Made from 100% stainless steel and
offered in popular translucent colors. Black
pocket sleeve available separately. Box or
clamshell packaging, with an exceptional
25-year warranty.

Flat Phillips Screwdriver
Ruler
Bottle Opener
Key Ring Attachment
Length:
2.5 in | 6.5 cm

Micra Sleeve*

Weight:
1.8 oz | 51 g

Red

Blue

Green

SPECS
Needlenose Pliers
“Glacier” blue

Regular Pliers
Straight Knife
Wire Cutters

Squirt P4
®

Extra-small Screwdriver
Medium Screwdriver

The first miniature pliers multi-tool tough
enough to be a Leatherman. Don’t be
fooled by its size—the Squirt P4 can
handle big jobs and still fit into tiny spaces.
Spring-action pliers, wire cutters, three
screwdrivers and a knife blade provide
the support of larger tools. Available in
“Glacier” blue, “Inferno” red, “Storm” gray
and “Powder” pink. Portable black sleeve
sold separately. Choose from standard
box or clamshell packaging. Backed by
our 25-year warranty.

Flat Phillips Screwdriver
Wood/Metal File
Bottle Opener
Key Ring Attachment
Awl
Length: 2.25 in | 5.75 cm

Squirt Sleeve*

Weight: 2 oz | 57 g

“Inferno” red
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“Storm” gray

“Powder” pink

*Sleeve sold separately

SPECS
Scissors
“Inferno” red

Straight Knife

Squirt S4
®

Extra-small Screwdriver
Medium Screwdriver
Flat Phillips Screwdriver
Nail File/Cleaner

Leatherman’s key-chain size Squirt S4
gives you the convenience of full-sized
tools in one handy little package. Just
under two ounces, it’s light enough to take
anywhere. Anodized aluminum handles
available in “Glacier” blue, “Inferno” red,
“Storm” gray and “Powder” pink. Black
pocket sleeve sold separately. Your choice
of standard box or clamshell packaging.
Covered by Leatherman’s exceptional
25-year warranty.

Bottle Opener
Key Ring Attachment
Tweezers
Ruler
Length: 2.25 in | 5.75 cm

Squirt Sleeve*

Weight: 1.9 oz | 54 g

“Glacier” blue

“Storm” gray

“Powder” pink

SPECS

“Storm” gray

Wire Strippers
(20GA, 18GA, 16GA, 14GA & 12GA)

Squirt E4
®

Electric Wire Cutters
Needlenose Pliers
Extra-small Screwdriver
Small Screwdriver

The Squirt E4 redefines the term
“ultra-compact”, with the convenience
of full-sized tools in a handy, little
key-chain size. Included are 20GA, 18GA,
16GA, 14GA and 12GA wire strippers
and electrical wire cutters to handle all
kinds of precise jobs. Gripping edges
on the spring-action pliers help you get
a firm grasp on fuses, small cables, and
many hard-to-reach items. Comes in box
or clamshell packaging and is backed by
Leatherman’s 25-year warranty.

Phillips Screwdriver
Straight Knife
Wood/Metal File
Tweezers
Bottle Opener
Key Ring Attachment
Length: 2.25 in | 5.75 cm

Squirt Sleeve*

Weight: 1.9 oz | 54 g

“Inferno” red

*Sleeve sold separately

“Glacier” blue
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SPECS
Needlenose Pliers
Regular Pliers

Juice S2

Straight Knife

®

Wire Cutters
Hard-wire Cutters
Extra-small Screwdriver

Med/Lrg Screwdriver
Phillips Screwdriver
Bottle/Can Opener
Lanyard Ring
Scissors
Length: 3.25 in | 8.25 cm

Juice Leather*

Weight: 4.4 oz | 125 g

Juice Polycarbonate*

The Juice S2 maintains a cutting edge
with specially serrated scissors. Fine
ridges at the tips make snipping through
items such as thread, fishing line, or even
flowers easier and more precise. The S2
also features needlenose pliers, wire
cutters, screwdrivers and a knife blade.
Leather sheath and polycarbonate case
sold separately. Available in “Flame”
orange or “Storm” gray with your choice
of standard box or clamshell packaging.
Includes Leatherman’s exceptional
25-year warranty.

Small Screwdriver

SPECS
Needlenose Pliers
Regular Pliers

Juice C2
®

Straight Knife
Wire Cutters
Hard-wire Cutters
Extra-small Screwdriver

Med/Lrg Screwdriver
Phillips Screwdriver
Bottle/Can Opener
Lanyard Ring
Corkscrew
Corkscrew Assist
Length: 3.25 in | 8.25 cm

Juice Leather*

Weight: 4.3 oz | 122 g
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*Sheaths sold separately

Juice Polycarbonate*

The C2 is loaded with the basic ingredients
of all Juice models—needlenose pliers,
wire cutters, four screwdrivers and a
knife blade. This extremely clever little
devil also provides easy outside access
to a professional-style corkscrew and
bottle/can opener. The lanyard ring makes
it easy to fasten the C2 almost anywhere.
Leather sheath and polycarbonate case
sold separately. Available in “Inferno” red
and “Storm” gray and packaged in box
or clamshell. Protected by Leatherman’s
25-year warranty.

Small Screwdriver

SPECS
Needlenose Pliers
Regular Pliers

Juice Xe6

Straight Knife

®

Serrated Knife
Saw
Wire Cutters

For customers who want it all, the Xe6 is
the ultimate Juice. Filled with the most
features available in the Juice platform and
just shy of seven ounces, the Xe6 requires
more than 400 manufacturing steps to
produce. Choose from “Thunder” purple
or “Storm” gray colors and standard box
or clamshell packaging. Sheath selections
include leather or polycarbonate case
styles (sold separately). Protected by our
exceptional 25-year warranty.

Hard-wire Cutters
Extra-small Screwdriver
Small Screwdriver
Med/Lrg Screwdriver
Phillips Screwdriver
Diamond-coated File
Wood/Metal File
Bottle/Can Opener
Lanyard Ring
Awl
Scissors
Corkscrew
Corkscrew Assist

Weight:
6.7 oz | 190 g

Juice Polycarbonate*

Juice Leather*

Length:
3.25 in | 8.25 cm

SPECS
Needlenose Pliers
Regular Pliers

Juice Cs4
®

Straight Knife
Saw
Wire Cutters
Hard-wire Cutters
Extra-small Screwdriver
Small Screwdriver
Med/Lrg Screwdriver
Phillips Screwdriver
Bottle/Can Opener
Lanyard Ring
Awl
Scissors
Corkscrew
Corkscrew Assist
Length: 3.25 in | 8.25 cm
Weight: 5.5 oz | 156 g

Juice Polycarbonate*

Juice Leather*

The Juice Cs4 is versatility at your
fingertips. A quick-access knife, saw and
awl tackle heavy loads, while specially
serrated scissors, a bottle/can opener
and professional corkscrew see to more
entertaining affairs. Comes with a convenient
lanyard ring. The Juice leather sheath and
polycarbonate case are sold separately.
Choose from standard box or clamshell
packaging. Available in “Glacier” blue and
“Storm” gray and backed by Leatherman’s
exceptional 25-year warranty.

*Sheaths sold separately
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Knifeless Fuse®

Kick®
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Zytel Handle Inserts
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Locking Pliers
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Soft-wire Cutters
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Wire Cutters
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Hard-wire Cutters
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Stranded-wire Cutters
Crimper

l

S30V Clip-point knife
®
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Electrical Crimper
l
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Clip-point Knife
Serrated Knife

l

l

Non-slip Handles

154CM Clip-point Knife

Hybrid®

Fuse®
l

Vista®

Blast®
l

Wave®

Crunch®

Core®

l

SurgeTM

l

Titanium Handles

Charge® TTi

Charge® ALX

6061-T6 Aluminum Alloy Handles

Charge® AL

Multi-tool
Features
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Combo Knife
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Cutting Hook
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Saw
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Weed Remover
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Scissors
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Choke Tube Tool
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Large Bit Driver
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Small Bit Driver
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Bits Included*
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Large Screwdriver
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Hex Bit Driver
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Medium Screwdriver
Small Screwdriver
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Flat Screwdriver
Phillips Screwdriver
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Ruler (inch/cm)
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Bottle/Can Opener
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Bottle Opener
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Sprinkler Tool
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Awl
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Wire Stripper
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Fixed Lanyard Ring
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Quick-release Lanyard Ring
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Removable Pocket Clip
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*See individual product pages for bit details.
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Juice® S2

Juice® C2

Juice® Xe6

Juice® Cs4

Squirt® S4
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Squirt® E4

Needlenose Pliers

Squirt® P4

Micra®

Micra/Squirt/
Juice Features
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Regular Pliers
Straight Knife
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Serrated Knife
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Saw
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Wire Cutters
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Hard-wire Cutters
Wire Strippers
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Electric Wire Cutters
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Extra-small Screwdriver
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Small Screwdriver
Medium Screwdriver
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Med/Lrg Screwdriver
Phillips Screwdriver
Flat Phillips
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Diamond-coated File

l

Wood/Metal File
Nail File/Cleaner

l
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l
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Bottle/Can Opener
Bottle Opener
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l

Key Ring Attachment
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Tweezers
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Ruler (inch/cm)
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Scissors
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l
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l
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Lanyard Ring

Awl
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l
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l
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Corkscrew
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l

Corkscrew Assist

l

l

l
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The Leatherman Difference: Knives
		 Premium Blades: Leatherman insists on premium materials like 420, 154CM and S30V® stainless steel.

1

		 Coupled with our precise engineering, our blades don’t just look great, they work great too.

5
		 Handles: Sure they look good, but they’re built for comfort and they’re made to last, using materials like

2

		 aluminum, steel and glass-reinforced nylon.
		 Blade Launcher: No springs required. A little Leatherman ingenuity and the flick of a finger are all that are needed

3

		 to put the knife blade to work.
		 Versatile: Multiple bit drivers let you customize your bit selection to fit any activity. With up to 42 bit combinations,

4

		 the possibilities are endless.
		 Safe: Rotating or slide-out handle design enables the user to safely stow the knife blade when using the

5

		 full-size gut hook.
		
Precise: Unique bone saw design slips over the knife blade supplying extra rigidity for full-sized jobs.
6
		 Carabiner/Bottle Opener: The patent-pending carabiner stays hidden until you need it and locks in place so

7

		 attachment is easy. The carabiner clip is also designed to be the best bottle cap lifter we’ve ever offered.
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SPECS
S30V® Stainless Steel Blade
S30V® Stainless Steel Gut Hook
Bone Saw
Diamond-coated Sharpening System
Rosewood Inlay Handle

Steens™

Blade Length: 3.8 in | 9.5 cm

The Steens fixed blade hunting knife
incorporates unique design, forwardthinking features and legendary Leatherman
quality. The blade and gut hook feature
premium S30V® stainless steel and the
safety-minded engineering of a rotating
handle. A bone saw with open-tooth design
resists “filling up” when working in damp or
sappy environments. Steens comes with
a premium leather sheath and sharpening
system. Available in box packaging and
covered by Leatherman’s 25-year warranty.
Premium Leather Sheath

Weight: 8.2 oz | 231 g

SPECS
S30V® Stainless Steel Blade
Stainless Steel Gut Hook
Diamond-coated Sharpening System
Rosewood Inlay Handle
Blade Length: 4 in | 10.6 cm

The Klamath folding hunting knife makes
quick work of tasks in the field and back
at base camp. The blade is crafted from
S30V® stainless steel and the gut hook
slides out from the handle, minimizing the
number of cutting surfaces open at one
time. Rosewood inlay handles provide
housing for a diamond-coated sharpening
system and a strong, comfortable grip.
Comes with a premium leather sheath, is
available in box packaging and backed by
Leatherman’s 25-year warranty.

Premium Leather Sheath

Weight: 8.6 oz | 245 g

Klamath™
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SPECS
154CM Stainless
Steel Blade

Ukiah

154CM Stainless Steel
Gut Hook

™

Bone Saw
Diamond-coated
Sharpening System
Non-slip Grip
Blade Length: 3.8 in | 9.5 cm
Weight: 7.2 oz | 204 g

Premium Leather Sheath

The Ukiah introduces radical, new thinking
to the world of hunting knives, featuring a
uniquely engineered rotating gut hook and
a bone saw. 154CM stainless steel delivers
three times the edge retention of regular
stainless steel and strong, yet lightweight,
handle material ensures a solid grip on this
cutting-edge model. Ukiah comes with a
premium leather sheath and sharpening
system. Available in box packaging
and covered by Leatherman’s 25-year
warranty.

SPECS

Nehalem

™

Gut Hook
Diamond-coated
Sharpening System
Non-slip Grip
Blade Length: 4 in | 10.6 cm
Weight: 7.2 oz | 204 g

Camo Nylon Sheath

Nehalem’s folding blade is crafted from
154CM stainless steel and like the Nehalem,
the gut hook slides out safely from the
handle. A lightweight, glass-reinforced
nylon grip provides housing for a diamondcoated sharpening system and a strong,
comfortable grip on this quality hunting
knife. Nehalem comes with a Realtree
Hardwoods®, camo pattern nylon sheath
and is available in box packaging. Backed
by Leatherman’s 25-year warranty.

154CM Stainless
Steel Blade
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SPECS

INCLUDED BITS

Thumb Stud

Phillips #1 and #2

154CM Blade

Screwdriver 3/16” and 1/4”

Aluminum and
Glass-filled Nylon Grip

Screwdriver 1/8”
and Torx #15

k502x

Carabiner/Bottle Opener
Can Opener

Removable Pocket Clip
Belt Sheath
Blade Length:
3.1 in | 7.9 cm

Leather Sheath

Weight:
7.2 oz | 307 g

k502x | straight blade

Nylon Sheath

Take everything you expect from a
traditional lockback folder. Then pile on
the features—can opener, bottle opener,
bit driver (with three double-ended bits),
even a carabiner clip. What you get is
a product engineers like to call “feature
dense,” which means the k502x provides
maximum usefulness with minimum
bulk. Offered in box or clamshell
packaging. Covered by Leatherman’s
25-year warranty.

Bit Driver

k503x | combo blade

SPECS
Thumb Stud
154CM Blade

k500x

Glass-filled Nylon Grip
Carabiner/Bottle Opener
Removable Pocket Clip
Belt Sheath

The k500x was created specifically
for rigorous use by the avid hunter.
Its traditional lockback design and
comfortable, durable handle materials
make working with the knife blade
a breeze. Plus, the blade is made of
premium 154CM stainless steel for
superior edge retention. The result is
a folding field knife any outdoorsman
would be pleased to own. Offered in
box or clamshell packaging and backed
by our 25-year warranty.

Blade Length: 3.1 in | 7.9 cm
Weight: 4.6 oz | 132 g

k500x | straight blade
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k501x | combo blade

SPECS
Blade LauncherTM
Thumb Stud

e306x

154CM Blade
Aluminum and
Glass-filled Nylon Grip
Carabiner/Bottle Opener
Bit Driver

Blade Launcher™ is just the start of long
list of features on this folder. The e306x
offers more usefulness than thought
possible in a pocketknife of less than 4”.
A proprietary bit driver and bit holder
(integrated into the handle) provide
six screw options. A 154CM blade,
locking carabiner/bottle opener and
removable pocket clip complete this
compact workhorse. Offered in box or
clamshell packaging and backed by our
25-year warranty.

Removable Pocket Clip
Blade Length: 2.8 in | 7.1 cm
Weight: 4.2 oz | 118 g

INCLUDED BITS
Phillips #1 and #2
Screwdriver 3/16” and 1/4”

Nylon Sheath

Screwdriver 1/8” and Torx #15

e306x | straight blade

e307x | combo blade

SPECS
Blade LauncherTM
Thumb Stud

e304x

154CM Blade
Aluminum and
Glass-filled Nylon Grip
Carabiner/Bottle Opener

This three-ounce gem features a 154CM
stainless steel blade, engineered to
provide triple the edge retention of
typical stainless steel knives. The handle
is created from machined aluminum and
glass-reinforced nylon to look great and
keep weight to a minimum. Available in
box or clamshell packaging. Covered by
Leatherman’s 25-year warranty.

Removable Pocket Clip
Blade Length: 2.8 in | 7.1 cm
Weight: 3.9 oz | 111 g

e304x | straight blade

e305x | combo blade
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SPECS
Blade LauncherTM
Thumb Stud

e302

420HC Stainless Steel Blade
Glass-filled Nylon Grip
Carabiner/Bottle Opener
1/4” Screwdriver

The e302 skeletonized glass-filled
nylon handle contains a 420HC stainless
knife and Leatherman’s unique rotating
carabiner. But in typical Leatherman
fashion, even more usefulness is
provided in the form of a Phillips
screwdriver and a 1/4” flat screwdriver.
Like all e- and k-series knives, it also
includes a removable pocket clip.
Comes in box or clamshell packaging
with Leatherman’s 25-year warranty.

Phillips Screwdriver
Removable Pocket Clip
Blade Length: 2.8 in | 7.1 cm
Weight: 3.9 oz | 111 g

e302 | straight blade

e303 | combo blade

SPECS
Blade LauncherTM
Thumb Stud

e300

420HC Stainless Steel Blade
Glass-filled Nylon
and Rubber Grip
Carabiner/Bottle Opener

A classic liner lock with a couple
surprises: Leatherman’s Blade Launcher™
knife deployment mechanism and a
disappearing carabiner clip that doubles
as a bottle opener. Rubber handle
inserts provide a sure grip for working
with the 420HC stainless steel blade.
Available in box or clamshell packaging
with Leatherman’s 25-year warranty.

Removable Pocket Clip
Blade Length: 2.8 in | 7.1 cm
Weight: 3.9 oz | 111 g

e300 | straight blade
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e301 | combo blade

SPECS
Thumb Stud
420HC Stainless Steel Blade

h502

Glass-filled Nylon
and Rubber Grip
Carabiner/Bottle Opener
Can Opener
Bit Driver

The streamlined design of a traditional
lockback folder meets the functionality of
a multi-tool, without additional bulk. You’ll
find a quality 420HC stainless steel blade
and plenty of additional features—bit
driver (with three double-ended bits),
bottle opener and folding carabiner
clip—all neatly tucked into a comfortable
handle with rubber inserts for maximum
portability. Comes with nylon sheath in
box or clamshell packaging. Covered
under Leatherman’s 25-year warranty.

Blade Length: 3.1 in | 7.9 cm
Weight: 6 oz | 172 g

INCLUDED BITS
Phillips #1 and #2
Screwdriver 3/16” and 1/4”

Nylon Sheath

Screwdriver 1/8” and Torx #15

h502 | straight blade

h503 | combo blade

SPECS
Thumb Stud
420HC Stainless Steel Blade

h500

Glass-filled Nylon
and Rubber Grip
Removable Pocket Clip
Blade Length: 3.1 in | 7.9 cm

Smooth one-handed opening and a
strong, 420HC stainless steel blade
make this folding knife the perfect choice
for avid outdoorsmen everywhere.
You’re sure to appreciate the traditional
lockback design and comfortable,
durable handle that make working with
this knife a cinch. Comes with nylon
sheath in box or clamshell packaging.
Covered under Leatherman’s 25-year
warranty.

Nylon Sheath

Weight: 3.6 oz | 102 g

h500 | straight blade

h501 | combo blade
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SPECS
Blade LauncherTM
Thumb Stud

c304

420HC Stainless Steel Blade
Glass-filled Nylon
and Rubber Grip
Carabiner/Bottle Opener
1/4” Screwdriver

Get the job done right the first time
with all the Leatherman quality and
functionality you’ve come to expect. With
two screwdrivers, carabiner/bottle opener
combination and removable pocket clip,
the sure grip of the nylon handle with
rubber-inserts will give you a great hold
on more than just a 420HC stainless
steel blade. Available in box or clamshell
packaging. Covered by Leatherman’s
25-year warranty.

Phillips Screwdriver
Removable Pocket Clip
Blade Length: 2.8 in | 7.1 cm
Weight: 3.9 oz | 111 g

c304 | straight blade

c305 | combo blade

SPECS
Blade LauncherTM
Thumb Stud

c302

420HC Stainless Steel Blade
Aluminum Grip
Carabiner/Bottle Opener
Removable Pocket Clip

The sleek, aluminum handle and 420HC
stainless steel blade are crafted in
Leatherman’s feature-rich tradition. With
a unique rotating carabiner/bottle opener,
removable pocket clip and one-hand
opening Blade LauncherTM technology,
the c302 is the ultimate combination
of form and function. Available in box
or clamshell packaging. Covered by
Leatherman’s 25-year warranty.

Blade Length: 2.8 in | 7.1 cm
Weight: 3.2 oz | 91 g

c302 | straight blade
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c303 | combo blade

SPECS
Blade LauncherTM
Thumb Stud

c300

420HC Stainless Steel Blade
Glass-filled Nylon Grip
Removable Pocket Clip
Blade Length: 2.8 in | 7.1 cm

A classic locking liner with Leatherman’s
Blade LauncherTM knife deployment
mechanism. Durable glass-reinforced
nylon handles provide a sure grip for
working with the 420HC stainless steel
blade. Available in box or clamshell
packaging. Covered by Leatherman’s 25year warranty.

Weight: 2.9 oz | 82 g

Straight Edge Blade
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Phillips Screwdriver
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Bit Driver
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Additional Bits*
Diamond-coated Sharpening System

Can Opener
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l
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l

Locking Liner
Lockback
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Blade LauncherTM
Thumb Stud

l
l

c302

420HC Stainless Steel Blade

c303

l

c304

l

c305

l

h500

l

h501

e304x

l

h502

e305x

l

h503

e306x

l

e300

e307x

l

e301

k500x

l

e302

k501x

l

c301 | combo blade

e303

k502x

154CM Stainless Steel Blade

k503x

l

Nehalem™

l

Ukiah™

S30V® Stainless Steel Blade

Klamath™

Knife
Features

Steens™

c300 | straight blade

l

l

l

*See individual product pages for bit details.
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SPECS
1/4” Hex Drive
3 Locking Positions
Lanyard Ring
#8-10 Slotted Bit
#0 Phillips Bit

Universal
Tool Adapter™

#3 Phillips Bit
#1 Robertson Bit
#2 Robertson Bit

Case with Clip

#15 Torx Bit

The Universal Tool Adapter quickly
converts your favorite Leatherman tool
into a heavy-duty 1/4” hex drive. Fits
Core®, Surge™, Charge® AL, Charge®
ALX, Charge® TTi, Wave®, Blast®, Fuse®,
Knifeless Fuse® and Kick®. Includes a
compact clip-on case and six hex bits.

SPECS

Hex 4mm and 5mm
Hex 6mm and 1/4”
Torx #10 and #15
Phillips #0 and #3

Add ten tools to the Vista®, Hybrid®,
Core, Blast, Fuse, Knifeless Fuse, Kick,
Juice® models, 302/e303 and c304/c305
with the Removable Bit Driver. The set
comes with a driver, five double-ended
tool steel bits and a standard nylon or
leather sheath. Also works with regular
1/4” hex bits.

Standard Leather

Screwdrivers .075” and .200”

Removable
Bit Driver
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Standard Nylon

Bit Driver

SPECS
Hex 3/32” and 5/64”
Hex 1/16” and .050”

Bit Kit

Robertson #3 and #2
Robertson #1 and Pozi #3
Pozi #2 and #1
Torx #10 and #15

The Bit Kit expands your driver’s
capabilities with 21 double-ended
bits—42 tools in all. Use the Bit Kit
with the bit drivers on Charge® AL,
Charge® ALX, Charge® TTi, Surge™,
Wave®, k502x/k503x, e306x/e307x,
h502/h503 and the Removable Bit Driver.
Nylon sheath included.

Torx #20 and #25
Torx #27 and #30
Phillips #0 and #3
Phillips #1 and #2
Screwdrivers 3/32” and 1/8”
Screwdrivers 5/32” and 3/16”
Screwdrivers 7/32” and 1/4”
Phillips and Flat Tip
Eyeglasses Screwdriver
Hex 1.5mm and 2mm
Hex 2.5mm and 3mm
Hex 4mm and 5mm
Hex 6mm and 1/4”

Standard Nylon

Hex 7/32” and 3/16”

Kick Pocket Clip

Quick-Release Lanyard Ring

Hex 1/8” and 7/64”

Removable Pocket Clip

Accessories

Hex 5/32” and 9/64”

The Quick-Release Lanyard Ring has an
extra-wide loop and detaches from your
tool as soon as you press the lock and
pull. Sold as a set with the Removable
Pocket Clip. For use with Surge™,
Charge AL, Charge ALX, Charge TTi and
Wave.

Attach your Kick® to your backpack,
pocket or car’s visor with the Kick
Pocket Clip.
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Glossary
420

A stainless spring steel often used in production knives. Content:
Carbon 0.15 to 0.6%, Manganese 1.0%, Chromium 12-14%.

154CM

A high-carbon, high-alloy stainless steel. Holds its edge about three
times as long as 420 stainless steel but is a bit harder to sharpen.
Content: Carbon 1.05%, Manganese 0.5%, Chromium 14.0%,
Molybdenum 0.4 - 0.55%.

420HC

An improved form of 420 that works well with high production tooling.
Content: Carbon 0.5-0.7%, Manganese 0.35-0.9%, Chromium 13.5%.

6061-T6
Aluminum
(aircraft alloy)

One of the most commonly available, heat treatable aluminum
alloys. Used in the manufacturing of heavy-duty structures requiring
good corrosion resistance, in general structural and high pressure
applications, wire products, and in pipelines. Capable of being
hot-forged. Easily cold-worked and formed in the annealed condition.

Bevel

Bit Driver

The feature in a multi-tool or knife that holds a screwdriver bit. Bits
can be changed out as needed.

Black Oxide

A flat black, anti-reflective coating put on tactical multi-tools and
knives. Popular with the military and police. Black oxide can be applied
on steel, copper and most stainless steel.

The mineral that transforms iron into steel. High-carbon steel results
when .5 percent or more carbon is present. Only a bare .8+ can be
absorbed by the iron, the balance in extremely high carbon steel goes
to add hardness. Expressed as C.

Choil

The choil is an unsharpened section of the blade where the sharp edge
transitions to the tang of the blade. Usually a half-moon shape. Not all
Leatherman knives have choils.

CNC Machined
Aluminum

CNC stands for Computer Numerical Control. This is considered the
most proficient way to machine aluminum parts.

Diamondcoated File

Coating a stainless steel blank or steel blank with synthetic diamond

EDC

Short for “Every Day Carry”. Used in reference to Leatherman’s folding
pocket knives.

False Edge

Many knives have beveling along the top in addition to the bottom
sharpening bevel. Bevels on the top edge are referred to as a “false
edge”. The false edge may or may not be sharpened.

Flat Ground

The surface of the blade is flat from, or near the back, of the blade to
the beginning of the sharpening bevel.

particles thus creating a rough surface that can be used as a file.
Various size diamonds can be used to obtain different file grit
sizes. These types of files will sharpen harder steels much better than
regular files.

Blade
Launcher

The blade engagement system for many Leatherman locking liner
knives. No springs involved, just the use of the index finger on the
finger tab to snap the knife open.

Full Tang

A full tang knife has a tang that goes the length of the handle at full
width, and you can see the tang spine itself because the handle slabs
are affixed to each side. Not all fixed blade knives have a full tang.

Bolsters

The metal material end of a multi-tool or the blade-end knife handle.
Sometimes used to add space between the blade and handle for other
features such as a bit driver. Today these are usually made of nickel
silver or a mild stainless steel. In older, less expensive knives they
were often made of iron or mild steel.

Glass-filled
Nylon

Many of today’s thermoplastic materials are improved by adding
chopped glass fibers. Often as much as 40% of a product may be glass.
Adds great strength.

Grafting
Knife

An extremely sharp knife used to graft two varieties of plant/tree
together. Used to slice into the stem of a plant/tree and then insert
the cutting of another variety of plant/tree into the opening and dress
for growth.

Guard

The guard is a barrier between your hand and the sharp edge. It will
project out of the handle to stop forward motion of your hand. The
guard can be a separate component that is soldered or pinned on the
blade, or an integral design element that can be formed by including a
projection on the blade blank itself.

Gut Hook

A hook blade used for opening the underside flesh of game during
field dressing.

TM

Bronze
Bushings
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Before the knife is ground, it is a rectangular stock. The knife maker
puts the bar on the grinder at an angle and starts grinding an edge;
that is the bevel. Any plane taken out of the rectangular bar, along
either side, is a bevel. Creation of the primary edge and the false edge
typically involves a bevel.

Carbon

Used in most Leatherman multi-tools with outside-accessible blades
and files. The bushings are located inside the handles at the pivot
end of the outside accessible tools. They make for a much smoother
opening.

Butt Cap

A metal, stag, or plastic fixture at the pommel (end opposite the blade)
end of a knife handle.

Bypass
Pruners

There are basically three types of hand pruners: bypass, anvil and
ratchet. Bypass pruners are probably the most popular. They make
a nice, clean cut using two curved blades that bypass each other in
the same manner as a pair of scissors. One blade is sharpened on the
outside edge and it slips by the thicker unsharpened blade.

Glossary (continued)
Hard-anodized

A metal, typically aluminum, that has been coated with a protective
or decorative layer of oxide, through a process of electrochemical
conversion. The anodizing process affects the surface as well as the
interior of the metal. The anodized parts are quite durable, do not
tarnish, resist abrasions and maintain their cosmetic appearance for
a long period of time.

Hardness

The measure of hardness for tool steels is most commonly done with
a Rockwell tester (see “Rockwell”). The best hardness for a given steel
is not necessarily the best for another. Generally, steel blades should be
hardened to the high 50s or low 60s on the Rockwell C scale.

S2 Tool Steel

The “S” stands for Shock Resisting Tool Steels. These steels have 0.45
to 0.55 % carbon. The alloys, silicon and nickel are ferrite strengtheners.
Chromium increases wear resistance and harden ability. The S-series
of tool steels were originally developed for chisel-type applications, but
the number of alloys in this category has evolved to include steels with
a broad range of tool applications. This class of steel has very good
shock resistant qualities with excellent toughness.

Satin Finish

A finish that is not mirror-polished. The lines from the fine abrasive give
a satin appearance.

Scale
Heat-treated

A treatment used on aluminum and stainless steel whereby making the
material more durable and wear-resistant.

High-carbon

A steel with .5 Carbon or more.

High-carbon
Stainless

Any stainless steel used to make a knife blade must be high carbon to
make a quality knife. High carbon stainless steel will stain—no steel is
truly stainless—though less so than other steels.

Hollow Ground

The concave area on the blade surface is ground on a round surface
(the face of a wheel). This forms a hollow just above the beginning of
the sharpening bevel and just below the back of the blade.

Sheath

Lockback

Referred to as locking liner with all Leatherman products. Metal piece
in the handle of the knife that prevents the blade from closing once it
passes it in the opening process. You must push the liner lock out of the
way to fold the knife back into the handle.
A folding knife that has a lock release on the back of the handle and
spring tension against the blade. When the knife is fully open, a tooth
at the end of the lock release drops into a cutout in the blade locking it
safely in place. Pressure from a spring keeps the blade from accidentally
closing. Pushing the release lifts the tooth out of the cutout, allowing
the knife to close.

MOLLE

Stands for Modular Lightweight Load Carrying Equipment.
A load-carrying system often used to used to define the current
generation of load bearing equipment and rucksacks utilized by the
United States Army.

Powder Metal

The method of making steel by blowing finely divided, powdered
iron, carbon, and other materials into a billet and then applying heat
and pressure. This is done until a steel is achieved with finer grain,
finer carbides, therefore greater strength and better wear resistance.
Patented by Era Steel in Sweden and Crucible Metals in the U.S. in
the 1970’s.

Rockwell
Hardness (Rc)

The C scale is used for measuring the hardness of tool steels. The
method involves pressing a diamond into the steel a precise distance.
The depth of penetration is converted to a scale in which the harder the
material the higher the number. Very hard steel (e.g. a good knife blade)
has a value of HRC 55 to about HRC 62.

A carrying case for a multi-tool, knife or pruner. Clips onto a belt, pack,
or anywhere with a strap. Usually made from leather or nylon with a
Velcro® or snap closure.

Spacer

Spring Steel

Liner-Lock®

Refers to the handle parts on each side of a multi-tool or knife handle.

Material layered between the handle material and the hilt or guard of
the knife. Generally of contrasting color.
Any tool steel that will remain flexible when properly heat-treated.

Stainless Steel

The only stainless that will not rust is used in sinks and hospital fittings.
Any stainless that will hold an edge will be subject to humidity, salt
and acid fluids. Stainless means just that when applied to knives, it
stains less.

Tang

The tang is the part of the knife where the blade stops and the handle
starts. There are a variety of terms used to describe the kind of tang
a knife has. The strength and other characteristics of the knife depend
on the tang format.

Titanium

A lightweight, strong, lustrous, corrosion-resistant (including resistance
to sea water and chlorine) transition metal. One of titanium’s most
notable characteristics is that it is as strong as steel but only 60% of
its density.

Zytel®

A thermoplastic material used in molding handles for multi-tools and
knives. Usually contains 25 to 50% chopped fiberglass, Kevlar® fiber,
or carbon fiber.
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Sales Support: Displays

16 TOOL SPINNER DISPLAY, LOCKING
ITEM #: 380421
SIZE: 20“ H X 18“ W X 9“ D

7-10 TOOL COUNTER DISPLAY, LOCKING
ITEM #: 380402
SIZE: 15.5“ H X 18“ W X 6“ D

7-10 TOOL COUNTER DISPLAY, NON-LOCKING
ITEM #: 380403
SIZE: 11“ H X 20“ W X 6“ D

PEG DISPLAY
ITEM #: 380425
SIZE: 65.5“ H X 22“ W X 16“ D

3 KNIFE DISPLAY
ITEM #: 378904
SIZE: 8.5” H X 10” W X 8.5” D

SINGLE TOOL PEDESTAL
DISPLAY, LRG
ITEM #: 380334
SIZE: “ H X “ W X “ D
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4 TOOL UNIVERSAL DISPLAY, NON-LOCKING
ITEM #: 378650A
SIZE: 7“ H X 7.5“ W X 8“ D

SINGLE TOOL PEDESTAL DISPLAY, SM
ITEM #: 380310
SIZE: 5“ H X 3“ W

SINGLE TOOL ROTATING DISPLAY
ITEM #: 377500A
SIZE: 6.75“ H X 4.75“ W

WIRE TOOL DISPLAY, CHARGE
ITEM #: 380341
SIZE: 5” H X 2.75” W X 3.25” D

SINGLE KNIFE DISPLAY
ITEM #: 378652
SIZE: 1.5” H X 2” W X 1” D

WIRE TOOL DISPLAY, SURGE
ITEM #: 380330
SIZE: 5” H X 2.75” W X 3.25” D

WIRE TOOL DISPLAY, CORE
ITEM #: 380329
SIZE: 5” H X 2.75” W X 3.25” D

Sales Support: Point-of-sale

EDUCATIONAL CARD DISPLAY
ITEM #: 380312, DISPLAY ONLY
ITEM #: 380342, CARD PACK
SIZE: 5” H X 7.25” W X 6” D

PRODUCT GUIDE HOLDER
ITEM #: 378801
SIZE: 7.25“ H X 4.5“ W X 3.25” D

CHARGE COUNTER CARD
ITEM #: 377009
SIZE: 9.875“ H X 8.5“ W

HYBRID COUNTER CARD
ITEM #: 380339
SIZE: 9.875“ H X 8.5“ W

2-SIDED CHARGE
BANNER
ITEM #: 377010
SIZE: 39“ H X 13“ W

2-SIDED LEATHERMAN
BANNER
ITEM #: 380900A
SIZE: 39“ H X 13“ W

2-SIDED HYBRID
BANNER
ITEM #: 380902
SIZE: 39“ H X 13“ W

LEATHERMAN COUNTER MAT
ITEM #: 382201
SIZE: 9“ H X 16“ W

HUNTING KNIFE COUNTER CARD
ITEM #: 378657
SIZE: 8“ H X 9.25“ W

2-SIDED KNIFE
BANNER
ITEM #: 378655
SIZE: 39“ H X 13“ W

LEATHERMAN MOUSEPAD
ITEM #: 382101
SIZE: 7“ H X 8.875“ W

KNIFE COUNTER CARD
ITEM #: 378654
SIZE: 7.5“ H X 8.5“ W

3-SIDED HANGING MOBILE
ITEM #: 373251A
SIZE: 10” H X 12” W X 10” D
LEATHERMAN HORIZONTAL BANNER
ITEM #: 380901
SIZE: 48“ H X 18“ W
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Sales Support: Promo Items

LEATHERMAN HAT
ITEM #: 372406
SIZE: ONE SIZE FITS ALL

HUNTING KNIFE PROMO STICKER
ITEM #: 379832
SIZE: 3.5” H X 6” W

LARGE LTG LOGO PROMO STICKER
ITEM #: 379834
SIZE: 5.25” H X 6.5” W
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LEATHERMAN T-SHIRT

T-shirt offered in different sizes.
Please contact your LTG representative
for more details.

CHARGE PROMO STICKER
ITEM #: 377012
SIZE: 3.5” H X 6” W

SM/MED LTG LOGO PROMO STICKER
ITEM #: 379833
SIZE (MED): 3.625” H X 4.5” W
SIZE (SM): 2.125” H X 2.625” W

LEATHERMAN COFFEE MUG
ITEM #: 372308

KNIFE PROMO STICKER
ITEM #: 378656
SIZE: 1.375” H X 6.125” W

LARGE LEATHERMAN PROMO STICKER
ITEM #: 379815A
SIZE: 2.5” H X 10” W

LEATHERMAN LAPEL PIN
ITEM #: 374707
SIZE: 1.125” X .875”

PRUNERS PROMO STICKER
ITEM #: 379830
SIZE: 1.375” H X 6.125” W

SMALL LEATHERMAN PROMO STICKER
ITEM #: 379814A
SIZE: 1.375” H X 6.125” W

The Leatherman Difference: Warranty
If within 25 years from the purchase date of your genuine Leatherman® tool or knife you find any defects in material or
workmanship, you can count on us to make it right with fast warranty service.
To obtain warranty service, return your product to Leatherman Tool Group or a local authorized service center. Depending
on the defect, we will decide whether to repair your product or replace it with one of equal or greater value.
You are responsible for shipping costs to our factory or an authorized service center. When you return your product, be
sure to use an insured shipping method. We cannot be responsible for items that do not reach us or our local authorized
service centers.
This warranty does not cover abuse, alteration, unauthorized or unreasonable use of your Leatherman tool or knife. This
warranty does not cover sheaths, accessories, imprinting or color finishes.
Leatherman Tool Group is not liable for incidental or consequential damages. Some jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion
or limitation of incidental or consequential damages, so the above exclusion may not apply to you. This warranty gives
you specific legal rights, and you may also have other rights, which vary from jurisdiction to jurisdiction.
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